Motion of a single electron in a disordered alloy and or interacting electrons systems such as magnetic materials, strongly correlated systems and superconductors is replaced by motion of that in an effective medium which is denoted by self-energy. The study of disordered alloy and interacting electrons systems based on single electron motion is an old challenge and an important problem in condensed matter physics. In this paper we introduce a real space approximation beyond super cell approximation for the study of these systems to capture multi-site effects. Average disordered alloy or interacting system is replaced by a self-energy, Σ(i, j, E). We divided self-energy in q-space
1
N ij e iq.r ij Σ(i, j; E) into two parts Σ(q; E) = 1 Nc IJ ∈ same cluster e iq.r IJ Σ(I, J; E) + 1 N ij / ∈ same cluster e iq.r IJ Σ(I, J, E) where {Lc1, Lc2, Lc3} are dimensions of the super cell. We show that neglecting the second term of q-space self-energy leads to super cell approximation e iq j Lc j = 1, hence qj determined by qj Lcj = 2πnj. Then we kept this correction in the second step to add self energies of sites in different super cells which leads to fully q-dependent self energy in the first Brillouin zone (FBZ). Our self-energy in FBZ is casual, fully q-dependent, and continuous with respect to q. It recovers coherent potential approximation in the single site approximation and is exact when the number of sites in the super cell approaches to the total number of lattice sites. We illustrate that this approximation undertakes electrons localization for one and two dimensional alloy systems which isn't observed by previous multi site approximations.
INTRODUCTION
The treatment of disordered and interacting electron systems based on single electron motion in an effective medium is an important problem in many fields such as alloys, strongly correlated systems, magnetism and superconductivity in condensed matter physics. Coherent Potential Approximation (CPA) and Dynamical Mean Field Theory (DMFT) are single site approximations for calculating effective medium denoted by self-energy. In these approximations muti-site effects is neglected. Metzner and Vollhardt [1] and Muler-Hartmann [2] found that in the limit of infinite dimensions both single site approximations coherent potential approximation (CPA) [3] for disordered system and dynamical mean field theory for interacting systems are exact [1, 2] . This means self-energy for systems with high dimensions is k-independent. However, outside of systems with infinite dimensions especially in one and two dimensional systems self-energy is far from local which means it is k-dependent. To treat effective features of disorder systems, k-dependent relation of self-energy Σ(k; E) must be identified. In lower approximations such as Born approximation, T-matrix approximation, and Coherent Potential Approximation (CPA) [3] , which are single site approximations, self-energy is k-independent Σ(k; E) = Σ(E). In these approximations multi-site scattering is neglected which leads to overestimation band splitting and also losing short range effects. To add these effects cluster CPA with k-independent self-energy is used [4] . Dynamical Cluster Approximation (DCA) [5] [6] [7] for systems with weak k-dependent self energies by considering periodic boundary condition for both interacting electron and disorder systems introduced. Also cellular dynamical mean field theory (CDMFT) approximation with open boundary condition [8] was introduced. In DCA, first Brillouin zone (FBZ) is divided to N c grain regions where self-energy inside of these grains is k-independent although they could be different. So their self-energy in the FBZ is not continues. The wave vectors at center of these grains called cluster wave vectors and are denoted by {K 1 , ..., K Nc }. For disordered systems they claimed these cluster wave vectors, {K n }, corresponds to a N c real cluster sites [5] . Although both cluster approximations DCA and CDMFT are successful in importing multi site effects but these methods have two major weakness, first their grain self energies are discontinuous, second at low dimension self energy is strongly k-dependent. In real space effective medium super-cell approximation (EMSCA) [9, 10] are used to approximate self-energy of interacting disordered systems. We show that DCA could be a super cell approximation. Here in real space we first introduce super cell approximation by neglecting k-space self-energy contribution of all sites in different super cells. Then by keeping this contribution we go beyond super cell approximation. In our formalism, self energy is k-dependent and continuously varying in FBZ. Our self-energy is more close to real self-energy. Hence the average Green function calculated with our method used for calculation of physical quantities is more close to real average Green function.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II the model Hamiltonian and super cell approximation equations are presented. Beyond super cell approximation equations derived and applied to a two dimensional alloy system in Sec. III. In this section we calculated and compared density of states for single site, super cell and beyond super cell approximations. Also electron localization in these approximations are discussed.
MODEL HAMILTONIAN AND SELF-ENERGY IN THE SUPER CELL APPROXIMATION
The starting point is a tight-binding model for a disorder alloy system which is given by,
where c † iσ (c iσ ) is the creation (annihilation) operator of an electron with spin σ on lattice site i andn iσ = c † iσ c iσ is the number operator. t σσ ij are the hopping integrals between i and j lattice sites with spin σ respectively. ε i is the random on-site energy and takes −δ with probability 1 − c for the host sites and δ with probability c for impurity sites and µ is the chemical potential.
The electron equation of motion for Hamiltonian, Eq.1, is given by,
where G(i, j) is the random single particle Green function. Relation between electron's random Green function matrix, G, and average Green function matrix,Ḡ, is given by
Note that although 3 is exact, due to randomness no exact solutions exists. For calculation of self-energy, different single site approximations such as coherent potential approximation (CPA), T-matrix, and Born approximation are introduced. Although attempts have been made with DCA to include multi-site scattering, its coarse grained self energies are discontinuous therefore in k-space these attempts have been unsuccessful. A real space multi site approximation which preserves continuity of k-space dependence of self-energy in the FBZ is not introduced. Here we implement a real space cluster approximation beyond super cell approximation in which not only includes multi site scattering but in the FBZ k-space dependence of self-energy varying continuously. Consider a lattice with dimensions Since real space self energies only depend on difference of two lattice sites positions Σ(E; i, j) = Σ(i − j; E), self energies divided to two categories, first self energies between intra sites of each super cell, Σ(I − J; E), second self energies of one site inside of a super cell but another site belongs to another super cell Σ(I − j; E) in which
where l = {0, 1, ...,
N1
Nc1 − 1}, m = {0, 1, ...,
N2
Nc2 − 1}, n = {0, 1, ...,
N3
Nc3 − 1} are integer numbers. The exact q-space self-energy is
Our first approximation for exact q-space self-energy Eq.5 is that, contribution of summation over all two lattice sites in different super cells become zero,
The Born von Karman periodic boundary condition [11] imply that e −iNjaj (qj −q ′ j ) = 1, hence in Eq.6 we have
From Eq.7 we have
where {n j } are integer numbers such that one of q must be center of FBZ. Wave vectors q = K n that satisfy Eq.8 are
where {b 1 , b 2 , b 3 } are reciprocal lattice primitive vectors, {m 1 , m 2 , m 3 } are integer such that K n remains in the FBZ. By substitution Eqs.9 and 7 in to Eq.5 we obtain
By times both sides of Eq.10 by e −iK n ′ .r I ′ J ′ and summation over K n ′ and using this fact that
we have
Eqs.7 and 9 imply that in this approximation e −ilNc1a1.K n ′ = 1, e −imNc2a2.Kn, = 1, e −inNc3a3.K n ′ = 1. By use of Eq.12 and considering Eq.4, real space self energies of two sites I and j in different super cells are periodic with respect to super cells center vector position Σ sc (I, j; E) = Σ sc (I, J; E).
Therefore in lattice sites, space self-energy matrix is constructed from just super cell self-energy matrices. This illustrated in Fig.2 . Note that for N c = 1, K n = 0 hence converts to CPA self-energy which is k-independent. For lim Nc→N ; I,J→i,j
it is exact k-space selfenergy. By taking impurity average over all random lattice sites except central super cell sites, Eq.3 reduces to a N c × N c matrix of super cell impurity embedded is an effective medium of super cell self energies
(14) as illustrated in Fig.2 (a) . Eq.14 can be written as
where G is called cavity super cell Green function as shown in 2(b). Eq.15 separates to two following super cell Dysons like equations
The Fourier transform of real space super cell average Green function and cavity Green function to super cell wave vectors {K n } and vice versa arē
Substituting Eqs.12 , 18 and 19 in Eq.17 and using Eq.11 we havē
To calculate Σ(K n ; E) the FBZ is divided into N c regions with FBZ symmetries and N Nc wave vectors where each of K n are in the center of one of these grains .Inside each grain self-energy is k-independent therefore, it is grain CPA self-energy. At lim Nc→N number of wave vectors {k} in each grain reduces to just one (K n = k). The nth grain CPA average Green function is defined bȳ
. (21) and its real space Fourier transform is
Note that DCA [7] could be real space super cell approximation.
BEYOND SUPER CELL APPROXIMATION
To go beyond super cell approximation and add self energies contribution of i and j which are not in the same super cell we use super cell approximation Σ(I,
Note that beyond super cell approximation where 1 < N c < N , for q j = K nj we have 1 − e −iNcj aj (qj −q ′ j ) = 0. By inserting Eq.23 in to Eq.5 we have
Eq.24 is centerpiece of our approximation. By iteration, Eq.24 up to first order reduces to
where 1 < N c < N . For calculation of self energy Σ(k; E) in Eq.25 first we calculate Σ(K n ; E). Algorithm for super cell calculation of average Green function is as follows 1-A guess is made for real space and K-space self energies,Σ(I, J; E), and Σ(K n ). The starting values are usually zero.
, calculate the grain average k-space Green functions,Ḡ(K n ; E) . 3-From Eq.20 calculate K-space cavity Green function G(K n ; E) = (Ḡ −1 (K n ; E) + Σ(K n ; E)) −1 . 4-Obtain real space cavity Green function G(I, J; E) = 1 Nc Kn e iKn.rIJ G(K n ; E) by Fourier transform of k-space G(K n ; E). 5-Calculate real space super cell impurity Green function matrix G imp = (G −1 − ε) −1 . 6-Calculate super cell impurity average Green function matrixḠ(I, J; E) =< (G −1 −ε) −1 > IJ by taking average over all possible impurity configurations. 7-Calculate real space new super cell self-energy matrix from Σ sc = G −1 −Ḡ −1 . 8-Inverse Fourier transform of new average super cell self-energy to calculate Σ(K n ; E) = 1 Nc IJ e −iKn.rIJ Σ sc (I, J; E). 9-Return to 2 and repeat until convergence. 10-Calculate self-energy beyond super cell approximation by substitution Σ(k; E) in Eq.25. 11-Calculate average green function fromḠ(k; E) = G −1 0 (k; E) − Σ(k; E). Now we apply this method to a two dimensional square alloy system in which δ = 3t, c = 0.5 and µ = 0. For this system we calculate, self-energy and density of states in the super cell and beyond super cell approximations and compared them. Fig.3 Σ(k, 0 + iη) of a two dimensional square alloy system in beyond Nc = 4 super cell approximation for δ = 3t, c = 0.5 and µ = 0. In the super cell approximation k-space self energy in FBZ is discontinuous and k-independent in each grain, but in our beyond super cell approximation it is continuous and fully k-dependent. One of advantage of super cell approximation is to take in to account electron localization in one and two dimensional disordered alloys which calculates by [12, 13] 
CONCLUSION
A successful approximation beyond super cell approximation is introduced. In this approximation self-energy is casual and full k-dependent in the first Brillouin zone. For derivation of the approximation, the entire lattice is divided to super cells with N c sites and no overlap. We proved that self-energy of one site in a definite super cell but another in other super cells are periodic with respect to super cell lengths. Correction to k-space which is due to electron back scattering in the super cell.
super cell self-energy comes from sites in different super cells. We added this part to the k-space super cell self-energy. Our approximation recovers CPA in the single site cell limit and as the number of super cell sites approaches the number of lattice sites, N c −→ N , becomes exact. This approximation opens a new channel for observing multi sites scattering effects such as localization that are not observed by other approximations such as DCA and CMDFT. It is overcomes discontinuity and weakly k-dependent of DCA and CMDFT especially for low dimensional systems that k-space self energy is k-dependent significantly. Also it is applicable to both disordered and interacting systems.
